
Walk On
Sonny Terry/Browie McGhee

This song is actually played in the key of F# in the video, but Browie has a capo on the 2nd fret of his 
guitar, so he's playing E - A - B instead of F# - B - C#. Regardless of how you choose to do it, the chords 
are still I - IV - V, and will be marked as such below.

I
Walk on, walk on, walk on, walk on
IV
Walk on, walk on
I
Walk on, walk on

                            V                                IV                           I       (to V for the turnaround)
I'm gonna keep on walkin', till I find my way back home

                  I
When my mind gets worried, when my shoes get thin
I don't know where I'm goin', but I do know where I've been

               IV                        I
Walk on, walk on, walk on, I walk on

                               V                             IV                           I      (to V for the turnaround)
I'm gonna keep on walkin', till I find my way back home

You know I'd rather be walkin', I don't appreciate no ride
Because the woman that I love she's not here by my side

Walk on ....

People bright lights are shinin', I've got to be on my way
I'm gonna leave right now, but I'm comin' back some day

Walk on .....

I see so many people happy, I can't get used to happiness
Maybe it is true, happiness is not for me, I guess

Walk on, walk on, walk on, I walk on
I'm gonna keep on walkin', till I find my way back home

Well, the world is too wide, highways are too long
No need of us bein' together, we can't get along

Walk on, walk on, walk on, I walk on
I'm gonna keep on walkin', till I find my way back home



Chord choices:

If you're using a capo on the 2nd fret and just playing E - A - B it's pretty straightforward. If you're playing 
a barre chord on the 2nd fret to make F#, then you have some interesting tonal choices: you can either 
play a B7 or a B9 for the IV, and you can play either a C#7 or a C#9 for the V .... but you know these 
chords already.

B7 (cowboy chord)

C#7 (root on the 4th fret)

B9 (root on the 2nd fret)

C#9 (root on 4th fret)


